Model for the interaction of DNA junctions and resolving enzymes.
Four-way DNA junctions are thought to be important intermediates in a number of recombination processes. Resolution of these junctions occurs by cleavage of two strands of DNA to generate two duplex molecules. The interaction between DNA junctions and resolving enzymes appears to be largely structure-specific, reflecting a molecular recognition on a significant scale. We propose a working model for this interaction that takes account of the present state of knowledge of the structure of the DNA junction, and the substrate requirements of the enzymes. We note that three different enzymes introduce cleavages at phosphodiester bonds that are presented on one side of the molecule, suggesting that the enzymes selectively interact with this face of the junction. By forcing a junction of constant sequence to adopt one or other of the two possible antiparallel isomers, we show that the junction is cleaved in such a way as to suggest a constant mode of interaction with the protein that is dependent on structure rather than sequence. We propose that the feature that is recognized is a mutual inclination of two DNA helices at approximately 120 degrees. We show that a number of DNA substrates that contain similar inclined helices, such as a three-way junction, bulged duplexes and a duplex that is curved because of repeated runs of oligoadenine sequences, are each cleaved by phage T4 endonuclease VII. This mode of DNA-protein interaction could be significant in either recombination or DNA repair processes.